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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1731467A1] Provided is an elevator control system in which an elevator which has a speed controller, which generates a torque command
value from a speed command value and a speed signal, and causes a car and a counter weight to be ascend and descend by controlling an electric
motor by use of a power converter on the basis of the torque command value. In this elevator control system, after a prescribed time during which
the elevator releases a brake, a torque command on startup is held, and speed patterns which determine the jerk, accelerated and decelerated
speeds, and rated steed of the car are changed according to the torque command. In an elevator which is provided with a load weighing device
which detects an in-car load and outputs a load weighing signal, and in which unbalanced loads on the car side and on the counter weight side are
calculated on the basis of the load weighing signal and the torque command value is corrected on the basis of the unbalanced loads, speed patterns
which determine the jerk, accelerated and decelerated speeds, and rated steed of the car are changed according to the torque command.
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